
THE GOAT 
ECONOMY

The autonomous region of Somaliland in north-western 
Somalia, is a long way from being an independent state. 
But while the country’s politicians wait for a seat at the 
United Nations, the region has become a modest 
economic superpower in one commodity – goats. 

The country’s wealth is livestock, with 90 per cent of 
export earnings coming from cattle, sheep, and the 
all-important goat. Last year, Somaliland exported over 
three million goats, according to the Ministry of National 
Planning and Development. Almost as an afterthought it 
shipped around 250,000 cattle as well.

Demand in the Middle East, especially during the Hajj, 
stimulates production by ensuring a ready market for 
goats, according to Nadhem Mtimet, an agricultural 
economist at the International Livestock Research 
Institute. ‘On the supply side, the climatic conditions in 
Somalia leave producers with few possible alternative 
activities apart from livestock keeping,’ he says. There is 
a down side. ‘The negative implications could be in 
terms of the dependency of the Somaliland economy 
on livestock production and exports.’ 

Trade bans could also severely damage the 
Somaliland economy. During the 1990s and 2000s, 
Saudi Arabia refused to buy goats from Somaliland due 
to a Rift Valley Fever outbreak. 

There’s also an environmental aspect to be mindful of. 
‘Overgrazing leading to land [and] environmental 
degradation could also be considered another negative 
externality of sheep and goat production,’ adds Mtimet.

He also cites severe drought as another risk factor that 
can cause losses of livestock. ‘Climate change and 
overgrazing have negative impacts on the availability of 
feed, which in turn threatens sheep and goat survival.’
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EARTH 
AT NIGHT

W O R l d W A T C H

c a r t o g r a m s

L I V E s t o c K

BY BENjAMIN HENNIG 

Some of the most iconic views of our planet have been 
made from space. The so-called Blue Marble, a 
photograph of Earth taken by astronauts in 1972, became 
a symbol for environmental activism showing ‘our 
planet’s frailty, vulnerability, and isolation amid the vast 
expanse of space’. Satellite images continue to amaze us 
with their unique perspectives that most of us will never 
experience by ourselves.

The Earth at Night is a much more recent image, not 
taken by a human in space, but taken by satellites as a 
series of several separate post-processed images that 
provide a consistent clear sight of the night views of all 
human and natural matter that glows and can be sensed 

from space. The most recent composite image released 
by NASA in 2012 uses data acquired by a sensor on the 
Suomi NPP satellite which ‘detects light in a range of 
wavelengths from green to near-infrared […] to observe 
dim signals such as city lights […]’

Reminiscent of the famous Blue Marble 40 years 
earlier, the Black Marble of 2012 is an equally iconic 
display of human activity on our planet, which in many 
parts of the world does not even halt when night falls. 
What NASA’s image cannot show, however, are the stark 
differences between those who do have lights and those 
who that live without any lights at all at night.

The above gridded equal-population cartogram shows 
the satellite image resized according to how many people 
live in an area. Depopulated areas disappear, while the 
map gives the most densely populated areas the most 
space. The world’s largest city regions such as the Nile 
Delta in the north-east of Africa, or the Pearl River Delta 
in the south-east of China become visible in stunning 
detail. Even single cities, such as Moscow, clearly stand 
out as if a magnifying glass were being put over them.

More sobering are the differences between the 
illuminated – or light-polluted – night skies in much of the 
wealthy world (such as Europe and North America), 
while the poorer parts of the planet appear as dark areas 
(as on much of the African continent). 

The so-called emerging economies, most prominently 
China and India with their large populations, are 

characterised by much more of a patchwork of bright 
and dark areas.

In 2007 nature conservation organisation WWF 
initiated the Earth Hour campaign ‘encouraging 
households and businesses to turn off their non-essential 
lights for one hour to raise awareness about the need to 
take action on climate change’. Earth Hour can be a 
reminder of what a unique planet we live on and that it 
should take more attention than switching off the lights 
one evening a year to remind ourselves of the fragility of 
the blue marble that is far from being a black one at night. 
Reflecting on our wasteful use of energy in the brightest 
spots shown in this map is only the start for living a more 
sustainable future.

This image is the real Earth at night, the world of 
people that can afford to waste light and shine up into 
space, and of those who are having no light at night, 
sometimes by choice, but much more often without. This 
Earth at Night is much more than just a gorgeous image of 
where humans are active. It is an iconic reminder of the 
unequal frailty, vulnerability, and isolation of the poor 
amid the vast expanse of over seven billion people that 
now populate this planet.

Benjamin Hennig (@geoviews) is a senior research fellow in 
the School of Geography and the Environment at the 
University of Oxford, is part of the Worldmapper project 
and runs the visualisation blog www.viewsoftheworld.net

Since Saudi Arabia lifted an export ban 
on Somaliland’s livestock in 2009, the 
breakaway state has seen a boom in 
the trade of livestock, particularly goats

Cold cuts  
for a new 
Cold War 
‘I want to reassure you that you won’t notice a lack of 
high-quality beef. You are used to eating in good 
restaurants and you’ll continue doing so. Bon appétit!’ 
Those are words that Russia’s Minister for Agriculture, 
Nikolai Fyodorov, may come to regret.

Fyodorov was announcing Russia’s ban on 
agricultural imports from the US, EU, Canada and 
Australia in retaliation for sanctions over Russia’s action 
in Ukraine. In 2013, Russia imported $1.3billion in 
foodstuffs from the US alone, including $1million of beef, 
according to the US Department of Agriculture.

Russia’s ban on agricultural products is slated to last 
for 12 months, and domestic producers are struggling to 
fill the gap. Local government in the Siberian region of 
Chukotka has replaced imported meat with reindeer in 
schools and hospitals. ‘Reindeer meat is environmentally 
clean, and that means that neither foie gras, Spanish 
jamón or any other delicacy can compare with it,’ 
claimed a report on the Rossiya 24 news channel.

Food prices are a concern for the region, and the local 
government has ordered price reductions on ‘socially 
important’ foodstuffs including chicken, ham, butter and 
flour, according to local governor Roman Kopin. The 
region is closer to Alaska than Moscow, and relied 
heavily on US food imports. Governor Kopin hopes that 
the 190,000 domesticated reindeer will make the 
shortfall in the 604 tons of meat the region is estimated 
to need this year. Russian reindeer meat production 
dropped after the Soviet Union fell, with 25,000 tons 
produced in 1990 down to 7,400 tons in 2001.

‘In winter, wild deer can be hunted,’ said Kopin. ‘This 
can be a great help in improving food security in the 
region.’ The governor expects the wild meat to be sold to 
logging camps and smaller settlements. The hunting 
season for wild reindeer lasts until 28 February, 2015. 
Whether Minister Fyodorov will be tucking into a 
reindeer steak anytime soon remains to be seen.
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GLOBAL 
TREE COVER

W O R L d W A T C h

c a r t o g r a m s

L I V E s t o c K

B y  B E n j A m i n  h E n n i G 

There is a long tradition in the emotional relationship 
between people and forests. We can get an understanding 
of the extent of the global tree cover from satellite 
sensors such as NASA’s MODIS. Calculating the average 
tree cover in an area allows us to estimate the extent of 

the world’s forests. Forest landscapes can be mapped in 
various ways and is often done in conventional maps. 
However, much of the land area is not covered by forest 
and the few remaining untouched forest landscapes 
keep shrinking while deforestation continues.

This visualisation of the global tree cover shows the 
quantitative distribution of the world’s forests. In a 
‘gridded cartogram’, each of the grid cells shown covers 
an equal physical space and is then resized according to 
the total amount of space covered by trees in this area. 
Additional topographic features showing the elevation 
similar to normal topographic maps (from green for the 
lowest lying areas to brown and white for the highest 
regions), and the surrounding bathymetry of the world’s 
oceans remain as guiding elements in this cartogram.

While conventional maps are ‘equal area’, ‘equal 
distance’ or other projections, this map gives us a new 

visual understanding of the distribution of the world’s 
forests while preserving the geographical accuracy by 
retaining the topology between each of the grid cells.

The visualisation is an image of the fragile forest-
landscapes which make up approximately 31 per cent of 
our land area. They are the world’s lungs, providing 
home for a multitude of the most complex and diverse 
ecosystems on the planet. However, they are also the 
basis for the livelihoods of many people, and an 
important economic factor, and are therefore under 
threat of deforestation – especially in the tropics – which 
make up a lot of the spaces in this map.
 
Benjamin Hennig is a senior research fellow in the School 
of Geography and the Environment at the University of 
Oxford. He is involved in the Worldmapper project and 
maintains the visualisation blog www.viewsoftheworld.net
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From The Chair
Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

As always, much activity takes place 
behind the scenes that members of a 
society such as the SoC never really 

see, or maybe even know about� That is very 
much the case again this year� The minutes of 
last year’s AGM are included in this newsletter, 
which had an item entitled ‘Future of the 
Society of Cartographers’� It is pertinent here 
for me to extract the following minute from 
that AGM and highlight it here�

It went:

Chair Steve Chilton outlined some of the 
immediate difficulties the Society was dealing 
with. The Financial figures indicate that the 
Society is not in a strong position, but remedial 
measures have been taken by the committee and 
cost savings have already been made. There is 
an issue with the level of input the membership 
is putting in to the running of the Society, 
volunteers for committee or other roles are hard 
to come by. After two joint conferences with the 
BCS it is now unlikely that a solo conference 
would be viable, in terms of quality of speakers, 
number of delegates, pressure on committee 
and costs.

Steve recommended the creation of a sub-
committee to review options on the future of 
the Society, with a wide-ranging amount of 
possible outcomes considered and debated, and 
look at what is feasible within the constitution 
and the best interest of the members. It was 
agreed that a Sub-committee of Miles Irving, 
Alex Kent and Steve Chilton be formed and 
report back in due course.

That sub-committee has met a couple 
of times and has been working through 
possible scenarios, with a view to making a 
recommendation/plan to the committee, which 
if necessary will be submitted to the next AGM� 
It is not appropriate to share the conclusions 
of this sub-committee just yet, which are after 
all only at the interim stage, but they will be 
shared with the membership in good time for 
any decisions to be taken, hopefully with a full 
understanding and support of the membership� 
The sub-committee has, of course, kept the 
full committee informed of its actions and 
deliberations�

Meanwhile, the life of the society goes on, 
managed as ever by the volunteers on the 
committee� The joint SoC-BCS conference at 
Cheltenham was considered a great success� 
There are excellent reports from the sessions 
included in this newsletter� If you weren’t able 
to be there, do take a look� I think they give a 

Newsletter 
Contributions

Welcome to the November issue of the SoC 
Newsletter� 

The Newsletter is published twice a year and 
designed for digital distribution via the Society’s 
website� Hard copy versions of the Newsletter 
are available on request�

Contributions to the Newsletter are welcomed 
from all our readers� Please email all copy and 
photographs to:

newsletter@soc.org.uk

mailto:newsletter%40soc.org.uk?subject=
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real feel for the range of sessions and activities 
that take place at these conferences� 

There is also information on this year’s 
conference, again to be held jointly with 
BCS, on 5-7th September in Durham� More 
details are available on the SoC website� The 
programme is just being finalised, and you 
can get an idea of what to expect from the 
four mini abstracts that are included within 
this newsletter�

There is also information later in the newsletter 
on a multitude of cartographic activities that 
have been noted by members on Twitter and 
in traditional news outlets� Lastly, full details 
of last year’s AGM, including officers’ reports, 
is included herein�

Finally, would you indulge me to allow 
me to write briefly on my life as a retired 
cartographer?

I retired from Middlesex University (after 
42 years!) just a month before last year’s 
conference� But that is not the end of me, 
especially in the mapping world� I am carrying 
on as SoC Chair (until someone else wants 
to talk to me about transitioning)� I am 
still contributing on a regular basis to the 
OpenStreetMap project, and continue in my 
big research project in to early 6” OS mapping, 
with Professor Ifan Shepherd� I am also mixing 
my running writing with some cartographic 
writing� I have written a short chapter for 
the book on cartography that Alex Kent is 
writing, and have a VERY small contribution 
to make to the carto book that Ken Field is 
just finishing�

I was passed (by SoC president Danny 
Dorling) details of a journalist in the USA 
who was writing a piece for the Stanford Social 
Innovation Review and wanted to talk to 

someone about their “work as a cartographer 
and about urban mapping’s role in social 
change and community development�” As it 
included thoughts on open-source mapping I 
had plenty to say, only some of which made the 
cut! The final article has just been published, 
entitled ‘A different view of mapping’, and can 
be viewed at http://bit.ly/2pegHcQ�

As usual the process of having your expressed 
thoughts edited/processed/mangled by 
someone else is not particularly satisfying, 
but it was nice to see the end result, and it does 
give a good plug for (and link to) the Society 
of Cartographers�

So, I am still very active in cartography, and 
the society, and will be at the conference in 
Durham in September, and hope to go to the 
ICA conference in Washington D�C� in the 
summer, both conferences having accepted 
papers I submitted� I hope to see you at one 
or both events�

There is still some life in me, and I hope there 
is still life in the society (and a future for it too)�

Email: chair@soc.org.uk
 

http://bit.ly/2pegHcQ
mailto:chair%40soc.org.uk?subject=
mailto:chair%40soc.org.uk?subject=
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CheltenhamCheltenham

SoC - BCS Conference 2016 
Reports

The 2016 conference took place at 
Cheltenham Park Hotel, Cheltenham, 
from 6th to 8th September, with about 

100 attendees�

GIS Special Interest 
Group

Better Mapping with 
ArcGIS
Led by Ken Field

In the beginning … was the ‘Better Mapping 
with ArcGIS’ workshop� Ken Field led 
us through recent developments at Esri 

relating to ArcGIS Pro and ArcGIS Online, 
before introducing us to a newly developed 
geoprocessing toolset� From new terrain 
visualizations with multiple lighting points 
through to techniques that have fallen out of 
fashion but may be worth a second look such 
as illuminated contours, he was ably supported 
by Rob Sharpe and Ben Flanagan of Esri UK� 
Just as well, because he had to contend with a 
raging cold and a feeble projector which was 
obviously not doing justice to his examples�

View of the hotel from across the pond Ken’s very interesting and informative 
ArcGIS Online Terrain Tools Tour
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Post lunch, his perseverance was rewarded with 
a change of projector and those low contrast, 
fuzzy examples which we had squinted at were 
transformed into the vibrant impactful images 
Ken had been describing enthusiastically from 
the screen of his laptop�
By Tim Absalom 
University of Plymouth

Guest Speaker

Maps in the 20th century: 
Drawing the line
Tom Harper, British Library

Tom Harper’s presentation on the 
changing nature of maps in the 
20th century focussed on the role 

cartography plays in evoking the structure 
and values of the society within which it is 
created� At the start of the 20th century, maps 
were a material part of the administration 
of the British Empire, its military, and the 
apportioning of territory amongst its citizens�

As the century proceeded, there was a great 
diversification of cartography, both in terms 
of its function and its production style�

The intensity of warfare in the first half of the 
century drives massive technical innovation 
leading to a more aff luent British population 
and the capacity to create cartographic 
products that meet their interests and business 
needs� This individualistic and commercial 
impulse within 20th century mapping led 
to a wide range of media and styles being 
explored - permitting cartography to be both 
an instrument of government and a means of 
self expression�
By Shaun Lewin 
University of Plymouth

Talks Session 1: 
Map Tools

Fashionable maps are 
coming to town. Beep-beep
Ken Field

The first session of the conference held 
on Wednesday was titled ‘map tools’� 
The first speaker was Ken Field now 

of Esri, well known to society members�  He 
talked about maps and fashion�

Once the audience had got over his mapping 
attire (map tie and matching jacket) we learnt 
about increasing conformity in the use of fonts 
in mapping, in colours and how, in many 

Tom, talking about a late 1940s map
From certain angles Ken risked 

disappearing into his own presentation
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ways, mapping is becoming more boring, but 
that there is always the possibility of fashions 
changing in future�

Digital mapping on mass platforms such as 
Google and Apple has imposed a particularly 
sterile style to much on-line mapping�

QGIS 2.14 An overview
Ross McDonald

Next up was Ross McDonald from 
Angus council talking about the 
latest developments in QGIS and how 

much it is changing� This is the open source 
GIS, the main competitor to Esri products, so 
it was interesting that there was no quarrelling 
between the panellist�

The GIS world appears to have become big 
enough for numerous platforms with different 
offerings� Ross went through the various 
current versions of the open source software 
and explained how the innovation occurred to 
move it forward and how it was decided when 
and how it should change�

Gaining value through 
integrating osm data 
in your production 
flowlines
Paul Duré & Nico Regnauld

Finally, Nico Regnauld and Paul Duré 
of 1Spatial showed how two of their 
products generalized and presented 

large amounts of OpenStreetMap data using 
the example of updating official national 
cadastres of road networks with information 
on new roads and road speed limits� They 
demonstrated the nitty-gritty nature of the 
actual work required to produce products for 
demanding customers to a set quality�

The products they demonstrated were 
1Generalize and 1Publish� They also showed 
what problems and advantages can arise from 
using OpenStreetMap data�
By Danny Dorling
University of Oxford

Workshop Session 1

Adobe clinic
Led by Stuart Gill

The Adobe Illustrator Workshop was 
attended by 22 people ranging from  
Illustrator experts to complete novices� 

Therefore it was quite a challenge for Stuart 
to try and explain the basics of Illustrator 
whilst trying to include some of the newer 
tools and features that the more experienced 
Illustrator user may have overlooked� Stuart 
did this very effectively, choosing to highlight 
the importance of the Appearance Panel and 
Graphic Styles within Illustrator, whilst 
touching on Templates, Layers and Layer 
Styles�

Perhaps the most useful part of the workshop 
was the demonstration of the ‘Layer Clipping 
Mask’, and how it differs from the more 
common clipping mask used in Illustrator� 
The better-known clipping mask is found 
under the Object menu, but has been the cause 

Clipping Mask option within the Layer 
Panel menu
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of much frustration to cartographers over the 
years because it flattens all your artwork into 
one layer� The ‘Layer Clipping Mask’ feature 
is hidden under the tiny pullout arrow in the 
top right of the ‘Layers’ panel� It works in a 
similar way, but crucially doesn’t ‘pull-up’ all 
your artwork into the top-most layer – very 
useful indeed!
By Jamie Quinn
University of Plymouth

A body of knowledge for 
cartography
Led by David Fairbairn

David introduced a workshop aimed 
at getting the opinions of the 
audience around the concept of 

creating and applying a “body of knowledge” 
for cartography� The body of knowledge for 
cartography was commissioned by the ICA, in 
their commission for education in cartography� 
An introduction from David was followed by 
a brief discussion around the way forward to 
develop this “body of knowledge” and to re-
establish cartography as a discipline in its own 
right� The audience was asked to feedback to 
the project via a series of questions around 
subjects including; what skills and experience 
a cartographer needs, what tasks, topic and 
activities are core to “cartography”, and to 
establish the territory of cartography with 
reference to other disciplines�

Feedback returned in the session will be fed 
into the overall project and it is hoped this 
will lead to the creation of a suitable and wide 
ranging “body of knowledge” for cartography 
and to attempt to disseminate best practice for 
education in cartography�
By Ian Truckell
Cranfield University

Talks Session 2: 
Mapping on the Edge
A Contested Geography: 
China’s U-shaped 
line, a case study of 
cartographic ambiguity 
Peter Vujakovic

First off in this session was Prof� 
Peter Vujakovic, whose fascinating 
presentation focused on the 

representation of China’s U-shaped line, 
an eleven-dashed line first published by the 
Republic of China in 1947 to demarcate its 
claims in the South China Sea�

The line is now referred to as the ‘nine-dashed 
line’ (after two dashes were removed at the 
behest of Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai) so that 
its shape resembles a letter ‘U’ encompassing 
the Spratly Islands and the Paracel Islands�

Peter explained how this vague cartographic 
representation has been used to indicate 
Chinese claims in the region and how these 
have been successfully challenged by the 
Philippines following a tribunal in The Hague 
in July 2016�

How mapping has 
influenced the campaign 
to make London the 
world’s first National 
Park City
Daniel Raven-Ellison

The next talk was by Daniel Raven-
Ellison, whose energetic presentation 
about the campaign to make London 

the world’s first National Park City� Taking 
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inspiration from the successes of the UK’s 
National Parks the idea is to transform Greater 
London into a new kind of National Park that 
sits outside of current legislation�

Challenging the assumption that London 
is a uniformly industrial landscape full of 
buildings, roads and railways, the campaign 
shows that, in reality, it is a richly woven 
tapestry of greens and blues made up of 
gardens, rivers, parks, woodland, nature 
reserves, canals, meadows, woodland, 
allotments, streams and lakes�

Improving access to, and encouraging a wider 
awareness of, London’s green and blue spaces 
and its wildlife, the project also seeks to inspire 
greener living�

When politics meet maps 
there is no right
Steven Feldman

The final talk of the session was given by 
Steven Feldman, with the intriguing 
title of ‘When politics meet maps 

there is no right’� Steven showed us a range of 
examples which illustrated the multiplicity of 
mapping and the different conundrums that 
have faced cartographers over time�

Indeed, as Steven pointed out, map readers 
generally do not realise that a map represents a 
mapmaker’s view of the world at a certain point 
in time and one that not necessarily represents 
a UN-approved (or generally agreed) political 
status�

The presentation gave a thought-provoking 
perspective on the assumed authority of global 
mapping initiatives such as OpenStreetMap 
and Google Maps�
By Alex Kent
Canterbury Christ Church University

Talks Session 3: 
Paper Maps

Alfred Wainwright: 
craftsman cartographer 
often imitated, never 
equalled 
Steve Chilton

Peter Vujakovic chaired an interesting 
session on Paper Maps� Steve Chilton 
was up first, giving us a talk about his 

hero, Alfred Wainwright� Wainwright’s 7 
guides to the Lake District produced through 
the 50s and 60s were both a labour of love and 
a work of art� Self-published, and beautifully 
handwritten rather than typed�

A different map of London

An enthusiastic and interesting talk about 
Wainwright
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The guides were created specifically for 
walkers, and included numerous cartographic 
depictions of routes or mountains, that 
transition perfectly from map to perspective 
drawing in the same diagram� Still in print 
60 years after originally being produced, 
Wainwright’s work was so important that 
today climbing the 214 peaks of the Lake 
District are known as ‘The Wainwrights’�

Rebranding paper maps 
(behind the scenes) 
Jim Goldsmith & Mark 
Wolstenholme

Jim Goldsmith and Mark Wolstenholme 
followed, giving an account of the 
Ordnance Survey Paper Map rebranding 

exercise that occurred in 2014-15� Although 
it came across partly as a marketing pitch, 
it was still interesting to hear about the first 
‘big bang’ refresh of all titles that OS had ever 
undertaken�

The talk included an explanation of how the 
public submitted photo entries for all 615 new 
covers (except Doncaster����), and a BBC One 
Show competition for some new symbols, as 
well as the automated digitisation of 44,000 
articles in order to be consistent with existing 
GPS marks�

Hand-painted maps: the 
art of Jane Tomlinson
Mary Spence

The final talk was a slightly curious affair 
about the hand painted maps of Jane 
Tomlinson given by Mary Spence MBE: 

curious to me, at least, because Jane herself 
walked in just before the talk started, and it 
may have been interesting to hear directly from 
her rather than by Mary� Regardless, it was 
obvious that Jane’s maps were both beautifully 

created and painted and hugely detailed, and 
another labour of love: Jane works full time 
in an unrelated job and paints solely in her 
free time�

Her maps are a mixture of drawings and text, 
and have a very personal feel to them, and her 
subjects vary from the very local (Eynsham, 
in Oxfordshire) up to Constellations of the 
Northern Hemisphere, via a European Map 
of the Plays of Shakespeare�

Utterly beautiful, and as with Alfred 
Wainwright, a good reminder that some of 
the best cartographic works have always been 
produced by keen amateurs for their own love 
of cartography�
By Rich Perkins
T-Kator

Jane Tomlison’s artful weather map
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only
£25

Cartography: A Reader
                    Edited by Steve Chilton and Alex Kent

          ISBN 978-0-9930089-0-0

Celebrating the 50th anniversary of the founding of
the Society of Cartographers, Cartography: A Reader
presents a special selection of over 40 papers from the
archive of �e Bulletin of the Society of Cartographers,
the Society’s respected international journal.

Arranged chronologically, the book charts the key
technological and theoretical developments of 
cartography from the 1960s to the present through the
work of leading authors such as Danny Dorling, Peter
Hagge�, Henry Castner, Martin Kemp, Peter Vujakovic 
and Michael Wood.  

�e papers are complemented by a series of new essays
wri�en by editors Steve Chilton and Alex Kent which
set these major advances in their wider context, from
SYMAP to OpenStreetMap and from the models of
cartographic communication to critical cartography.

With 300 pages packed with colour and b&w
illustrations, the unrivalled format and superb value
make Cartography: A Reader an excellent introduction
to the subject for students, mapmakers and for all with
an interest in maps and mapping.

�e book is available from the Society at the special
price of only £12 (free P&P to UK) at www.soc.org.uk           
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Arranged chronologically, the book charts the key
technological and theoretical developments of 
cartography from the 1960s to the present through the
work of leading authors such as Danny Dorling, Peter
Hagge�, Henry Castner, Martin Kemp, Peter Vujakovic 
and Michael Wood.  

�e papers are complemented by a series of new essays
wri�en by editors Steve Chilton and Alex Kent which
set these major advances in their wider context, from
SYMAP to OpenStreetMap and from the models of
cartographic communication to critical cartography.

With 300 pages packed with colour and b&w
illustrations, the unrivalled format and superb value
make Cartography: A Reader an excellent introduction
to the subject for students, mapmakers and for all with
an interest in maps and mapping.

�e book is available from the Society at the special
price of only £12 (free P&P to UK) at www.soc.org.uk           
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Talks Session 4: 
Visualisation

Making maps searchable 
by time, not distance
Charlie Davies

Charlie Davies of iGeolise presented 
how their products factor in time as a 
crucial component in the analysis of 

locations and location-based queries� Based 
on a database that contains information 
about travel times with different modes of 
transport, iGeolise have built an API that 
allows to analyse geospatial information with 
consideration on travel times at different times 
of the day�

Using this additional information allows the 
user to gain a better understanding of the 
role of time in the decision-making process 
for such crucial questions such as property 
search or the retail sector� As their technique 
is using web-based technology, this can 
also be used in an online environment and 
allows for location-based search results to be 
adjusted and improved by the travel times from 
a user’s location, so that no longer a simple 
radius of distance is the relevant indicator for 
what information is shown to the user� The 
underlying technique very much focuses on the 
analytical aspect in the map making process, 
and ways to better visualise the outcomes are 
one of the areas that the developers of the 
platform are currently looking into�

In addition, they are looking into gathering 
more data that allows for a wider coverage of 
areas where their technique can be applied to� 
Most of the work so far has been focused on 
the UK and London in particular�

How map design can 
benefit from eye tracking
Michael Burch

Michael Burch and Robin Woods 
of the University of Stuttgart 
Visualisation Research Centre 

presented findings from their research on 
using eye tracking in cartographic research� 
Part of their work involved the analysis of 
metro map designs� Taking aspects of design 
and usability into account they were using 
eye tracking technology to analyse and better 
understand how users solve route finding tasks� 
The insights from this analysis allow to better 
understand patterns and gives insights into 
how users interact with metro maps�

These results can then be used to feed back 
into the map design and help the designer to 
improve the overall map layout� Using their 
integrative approach involving designers as 
well as visualisation scientists is seen as an 
important step towards a more effective and 
readable map design�

iGeolise in action

Eye tracking hotspots
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Why cartographers 
should code
James Cheshire

Bridging the gap between design and 
coding was the emphasis that James 
Cheshire of University College London 

made in his contribution which reflected on 
his collaborative work with designer Oliver 
Uberti� James used insights from their work 
for the book London: The Information 
Capital to demonstrate, why the ability to 
code has become as important in the work of 
a cartographer, as the cartographic design of 
the data that is shown in the final maps�

With the amount of geographic data that is 
now used in maps having grown considerably, 
software products such as R have become an 
essential element that does not only make it 
possible to analyse such amounts of data, but 
also helps to make the workflow a lot more 
efficient�

Coding does not only help in the analysis, but 
can also become an integral part of the first 
visualisation drafts, which are then in the final 
stage turned into the cartographic ‘artworks’ 
in the manual design process� The outputs of 

these plots from R simplify this final stage 
considerably, so that much more emphasis 
can be put on the minute aesthetic detail of 
the final graphics�
By Benjamin Hennig
University of Iceland

Workshop Session 2

An introduction to the 
Mapbox toolset with a 
focus on the map design 
studio
Led by Charley Glynn

Charley provided a brief introduction 
into some of the concepts of web maps, 
the vector map tile and the Mapbox 

ecosystem�  He then followed this with a 
workshop showing the use of Mapbox Studio 
for the production of a bespoke map in a style 
similar to that found in the Pokemon Go app� 

The workshop started from scratch; 
demonstrating how to access the MapBox 
Studio toolset, selecting a style that comes with 
embedded data (in this case OpenStreetMap)� 
Charley then demonstrated how the data could 
be styled using some very impressive and easy 
to use tools, such as the ability to modify the 
width of roads depending on the zoom level 

R export to final graphic

Mapbox in action
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it is displayed at� The map was given some 
textured fills and SVG’s were used to style 
some points�

Charley made it very clear how to get started 
with MapBox Studio and what great maps 
can be produced� From someone that uses GIS 
to generate maps I certainly will be giving 
MapBox Studio a try in the future�
By Ian Truckell
Cranfield University

Creating 3d imagery using 
Blender.
Steven Bernard

Prior to hearing this talk I had only 
imagined using blender for small 
scale 3D renders, perhaps as part of an 

animated sequence, and indeed the first part of 
the presentation did include a very impressive 
3d fly through, that seemed to be of a smoother 
quality to those that I am used to creating using 
ArcScene� However, the main body of this 
presentation concerned a means of creating 
hillshading from Shuttle Radar Topography 
Mission geotiffs which could then be added 
to a satellite imagery base map�

I found the work flow fascinating� Geotiffs 
downloaded from NASA were initially 
processed in QGIS and then gdal was accessed 
through a command line interface to create 
a world file for the imagery from NASA’s 
visible Earth site�  Once this preprocessing 
had been completed, the imagery was draped 
over the digital elevation data using Blender’s 
3d engine� As an alternative to conventional 
hillshading methods within a desktop GIS, I 
felt that Blender offered a more intuitive means 
of controlling lighting and z exaggeration�

However, for any desktop GIS user I think 
that the main appeal of this approach would 

be to create 2�5 dimensional visualisations of 
landscapes that could be readily animated into 
high resolution sequences�
By Shaun Lewin
University of Plymouth

Map Critique
Steve Chilton & Ken Field

The Map Critique, aka the ‘Kensee and 
Stevo roadshow’, was an interesting 
set of musings over various good and 

bad maps, while presenting their nominees 
for this year’s Gromit Award� The session 
culminated with the choosing of a ‘Winner’ 
of the prestigious (or should that be notorious?) 
award�

Both Ken and Steve started out with their good 
map examples, explaining why they chose 
them, followed by the bad examples, which 
in many cases didn’t need any explanation 
once you saw them�

We found that Steve wasn’t a fan of cartograms, 
Google maps or his co-presenters’ 3D Grand 
Canyon map, which was a recent Wallis Award 
entry, while Ken showed a lot of garish rainbow 
coloured maps and even found a couple of 
Steve’s old maps too�

The 2016 Gromit Award ‘winner’.
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After a fun debate where nominees were 
suggested by Steve, Ken and the audience, the 
shortlist was finalised�

This year’s ‘winner’ of the Gromit Award (as 
pictured), becomes the first and only double 
winner, holding onto the ‘top’ spot for a second 
year running�
By Stuart Gill
Newsletter Ed

Talks Session 5: 
Citizen Mapping

Community mapping at 
scale: mapping Dar es 
Salaam
Mark Iliffe

The first of three speakers was Mark Iliffe 
(University of Nottingham), whose 
presentation was entitled ‘Community 

mapping at scale: mapping Dar es Salaam’� 
His opening remark was that he was going to be 
‘aggressively facetious’, and he was� Once he had 
turned down the volume he started to explain 
how improved internet access was changing 
things in East Africa� Tanzania has no National 
Mapping Agency, and Mark described how he 
had been facilitating the mapping of Tandale (a 
suburb of Dar es Salaam)� What he described as 
‘open defecation areas’ were one of the biggest 
problems, particularly when there were floods�

One of the tasks was to identify flood prone 
areas and plan interventions� The project 
was obtaining good data from drone flights, 
with data being output to OpenStreetMap, 
Mapillary and OpenAerialMap� One little 
quirk of the presentation I liked was his choice 
of font, which I took to be an ironic statement�

Towards a Citizen’s Atlas 
for London
Phil Cohen

The second speaker in the session was 
Phil Cohen (LivingMaps Network), 
talking on ‘Citizen’s Atlas for London’� 

His described his work as urban ethnography, 
‘watching folk and working with them’, and 
working on the theoretical boundaries of 
cartography� His wordy presentation described 
his participatory action research, which was 
aiming to ‘co-construct a research hypothesis’� 

Examples given were of mapping what the 
Olympic Park means to new residents of the 
area, and mapping what he called ‘housing 
brandscapes’, or who is developing where� 
He hopes to eventually work on developing 
an online prototype for a Citizens Atlas of 
London�

BCS Restless Earth 
Workshops
Alice Gadney

The final talk was from Alice Gadney 
(BCS) and was really just a summary 
of the BCS Restless Earth Workshops� 

Alice described herself is a cartographer/
geologist that liked colouring in and rock 
bashing� The volunteer-run workshops have 
taken in 14,000 students in the last 5 years, 
using as its core, a decision-making exercise, 
which as the curriculum suggests, covers 
‘geographic skills’�
By Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

https://OpenStreetMap.org
https://www.mapillary.com/
https://openaerialmap.org/
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Awards and Dinner
Wallis Award

Well done to Ben Hennig for winning 
this year’s Wallis Award for his  
Geographical Cartograms, which 

you can see on the front cover� Congratulations 
Ben, having successfully moved on from 
winning the Gromit Award a couple of years 
ago!

Annual Dinner

The main conference room was converted 
into a large dining area for an evening 
of food, wine and networking followed 

by the presentation of the awards� There were 
a number of awards handed between the SoC 
and the BCS�

Future Summer 
School Venues

to be held in 2018 and onwards

Would you like to host a Summer 
School?

If so, please contact Steve Chilton

Email: chair@soc.org.uk

Ben, looking very dapper, while receiving his 
award from SoC President Danny Dorling

The awards ceremony in full flow

Oliver O’Brien, perusing the Wallis Award 
entries during a short break in proceedings

mailto:chair%40soc.org.uk?subject=
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Networking and Fun
Miles’ Quiz

This year the quiz returned to its regular 
format, ably hosted by Miles with his 
tricky questions�

Team Building 
Exercise

Split into groups and challenged to build 
the tallest free-standing object out of 
paper, which could safely hold an egg� 

Much fun and hilarity ensued as some groups 
took the challenge very seriously, while others 
enjoyed the lovely weather and chatted�

The group photo before dinner
The challenge gets underway

Ian Truckell has a rest on one of the Trig 
points found around the conference venue 
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Society Twitter
Mercator Mapping the 
Arctic (not using the 
Mercator Projection)

bit.ly/2nvu9f2

The Best Maps of 2016 
according to National 
Geographic

bit.ly/2oPRCYX

Where in the world are 
we? A brief exploration of 
cartography

bit.ly/2oWiL98

Visualizing Exactly How 
Subways Distort Our Sense 
of Space

bit.ly/2oPVMjA

http://bit.ly/2nvu9f2
http://bit.ly/2oPRCYX
http://bit.ly/2oWiL98
http://bit.ly/2oPVMjA
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Mapping the Urban Bike 
Utopias of the 1890s

bit.ly/2oWsdJV

Cartographers are listed 
on Australia’s new Skilled 
Occupations List for Visa 
Applications

bit.ly/2onMcTK

The Chimney Map

bit.ly/2onRij9

Scapa Flow wrecks 
recorded in interactive 
maps

bbc.in/2nRVDah

OS: Behind the scenes in 
the Flying Unit

bit.ly/2onG4eo

Lego-ifier

Have fun converting a map or satellite image 
to Lego bricks�

bit.ly/2ofYLhO

In the News

http://bit.ly/2oWsdJV
http://bit.ly/2onMcTK
http://bit.ly/2onRij9 
http://bbc.in/2nRVDah
http://bit.ly/2onG4eo
http://bit.ly/2ofYLhO
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Redworth Hall Hotel

BCS - SoC
Conference

5th - 7th September 2017
REDWORTH HALL HOTEL • COUNTY DURHAM • DL5 6NL

PROGRAMME
5th September: BCS Pre-conference Special Interest Groups Workshops & Talks
GIS and Map Design Group • Map Curators’ Group • Helen Wallis Memorial Lecture

6th & 7th September: BCS - SoC Conference 2017
Talks • Hands-on Workshops • Debate • Commercial Exhibition • Gala Dinner • Awards

PREliMinARy ThEMES
3D Mapping • Augmented & 

Virtual Reality • Web Mapping 

• Current Affairs • Topographic 

Mapping • Open Data • Map 

Design • Data Visualization • 

Mapping our Planet • Historical 

Mapping • Fantasy Maps • 

Disaster Mapping

REASOnS TO ATTEnd
n Learn from expert practitioners 

n Keep abreast of latest developments

n Share tips and techniques

n Gain practical experience at interactive workshops

n Expand your knowledge in a friendly atmosphere

n Network with fellow professionals

Come and join with mapmakers, map users and other enthusiasts at

BCS - SoC COnFEREnCE 2017
Maps for Changing Reality

where delegates from commercial, academic and government organisations share a 
common interest in using and promoting maps as a valuable means of communication.  

Programme subject to change. 

Attendance at this event can be used towards 
AGI Continuing Professional Development (CPD) 
and also towards achieving and maintaining the 
RGS Chartered Geographer (CGeog) status.

For programme updates and details of speakers and workshops visit 

www.cartography.org.uk/events

#mapreality 

∗   ∗   ∗   ∗   ∗    ThE MUST ATTEnd EVEnT FOR 2017    ∗   ∗   ∗   ∗   ∗

For programme updates and details of speakers and workshops visit

soc.org.uk/summer-school-conference

https://soc.org.uk/summer-school-conference
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BCS - SoC COnFEREnCE 2017
Maps for Changing Reality

where delegates from commercial, academic and government organisations share a 
common interest in using and promoting maps as a valuable means of communication.  

Programme subject to change. 

Attendance at this event can be used towards 
AGI Continuing Professional Development (CPD) 
and also towards achieving and maintaining the 
RGS Chartered Geographer (CGeog) status.

For programme updates and details of speakers and workshops visit 

www.cartography.org.uk/events

#mapreality 

∗   ∗   ∗   ∗   ∗    ThE MUST ATTEnd EVEnT FOR 2017    ∗   ∗   ∗   ∗   ∗

Teaser Abstracts
It’s a hill, get mapping it
Steve Chilton
Majoli Graphics

What may not be realised by a casual 
map user is how long ago some 
relief representation methods 

were devised� What even experienced map 
users (and maybe even cartographers) may 
not realise is that not only did the different 
techniques appear earlier than they may have 
thought, but also that they were not developed 
in the order that they might think�

Serendipitous reflections 
on Antipodean 
Cartography: Imports to 
copying to self sufficiency
William Cartwright
RMIT University

A serendipitous narrative of Antipodean 
cartography’s journey from, consumer, 
to adopter to distinctive Antipodean 

cartography�

This paper links to the topic of ‘History of 
Mapping’� However, the treatment of the topic 
area is more from the perspective of map design 
and production, rather than from a traditional 
‘Historical Cartography’ perspective�

Map skills training in 
virtual landscapes
Clare Gordon
University of Leeds

The Virtual Landscapes project 
demonstrates how screen-based virtual 
reality terrains can augment training 

in map-related skills� We will show examples 
of the landscapes that we have developed and 
discuss how they have enabled our geoscience 
students to meet desired learning outcomes�

Cartographic Design 
to Geo Data Viz - An 
Evolution
Paul Naylor
Ordnance Survey

The Cartographic Design team at 
Ordnance Survey have undertaken 
a recent change and evolved into the 

new Geo Data Viz team or GDV for short� 
This presentation will outline why we have 
made this decision and why data viz plays an 
important role at Ordnance Survey�
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New Society Posts

Jamie Quinn off icially took over the 
Honorary Treasurer post from Heather 
Browning at the AGM, while continuing 
his role as Bulletin Subscriptions Manager�

Thank you both for your hard work during the 
transition over the past year�

Online Membership 
payments using PayPal
It is now even easier to join the society or 
renew your membership by using PayPal 
within the online payments system at 
soc.org.uk/membership�

‘Cartography - A Reader’

Support your Society� Order your copy today:

soc.org.uk/cartography-a-reader

Your Membership Details

All Members are requested to please 
inform Membership Secretary Ian Truckell 
(membership@soc.org.uk) on a regular basis of 
any changes to your personal contact details 
or e-mail addresses�

If you change your e-mail, please also 
remember to Unsubscribe your old e-mail 
from Carto-SoC before Subscribing with your 
new one at:

soc.org.uk/carto-soc

Society Notices

http://bit.ly/2oCou6r
http://bit.ly/2ov5FBv
mailto:membership%40soc.org.uk?subject=
http://bit.ly/2ov1wxz
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Events

‘Maps & Society’ Lectures

Warburg Institute, London - http://bit.ly/2o9881Y

Thursday 27th April 2017 
Dr Stephen Johnston (Museum of History of Science, University of Oxford) 
Privateering and Navigational Practice: Edward Wright and the First Mercator Chart, 1599

Thursday 18th May 2017 
John Moore (Collections Manager, University of Glasgow Library, Glasgow) 
Glasgow and Its Maps: How Cartography Has Reflected the Highs and Lows of the 
Second City of the Empire

Livingmaps 2017

UCL, London - http://bit.ly/2pwTSjR

Wednesday 19th April 2017 
Rita Lambert (Teaching Fellow at The Bartlett Development Planning Unit – UCL), & 
Christian Olmos (Architect and Urban Designer - UCL) 
Cartography and everyday struggles over material resources in Latin America

Wednesday 10th May 2017 
Joanne Parker (Senior Lecturer in Victorian Literature at the University of Exeter) 
Maps that shift and grow: Five alternative ways of mapping Britain

Carto-Cymru: The Wales Map Symposium 2017

The National Library of Wales - http://bit.ly/2o9kGGy

Friday 12th May 2017 
Measuring the Meadows - A day symposium to evaluate the development of estate 
mapping and its value in portraying the historical landscape

Cambridge Seminars in the History of Cartography

Emmanuel College, Cambridge CB2 3AP - http://bit.ly/2pwTIce

Tuesday 2nd May 2017 
Dr Bob Silvester (Formerly Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust) 
Changing trends in mapping estates in the Welsh border counties during the eighteenth century

http://bit.ly/2o9881Y
http://bit.ly/2pwTSjR
http://bit.ly/2o9kGGy
http://bit.ly/2pwTIce
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Editor’s Note
Stuart Gill
Newsletter Editor

We had another brilliant joint 
conference, which again was very 
interesting� Although there were 

a majority of BCS members in attendance 
it added to the atmosphere and interest 
throughout the conference�

I must say a big thank you to all the reporters 
for taking the time to create their reports�

I have recently made a big change to my life 
and left Coventry University to become a full-
time Freelancer, including moving across the 
country, hence the break from the usual release 
date of the newsletter�

I am wondering whether there is enough 
interest for another Society one day Illustrator 
workshop� The format would be similar to 

the previous one day workshops I ran a few 
years ago, aimed at people with at least some 
experience with Illustrator� So, if you are 
interested please send me your thoughts to: 
stuart@scgcartography.co.uk

The Flip Versions of this newsletter, including 
each of the previous ones I have edited, are now 
available� Please take a look and let me know 
what you think of them�

See you at the next conference!

I hope you enjoyed this edition and, as always, 
comments are most welcome� So, please send 
all newsletter related comments and future 
contribution ideas to the following email 
address: newsletter@soc.org.uk
 

please get in touch with us using any of the 
following:
Website - www.soc.org.uk 
Email - info@soc.org.uk 
Twitter - @cartosoc 
FB - facebook.com/SocietyofCartographers 
LinkedIn - linkedin.com/groups/Society-Cartographers-3089975 
CartoSoC mailing list - www.soc.org.uk/cartosoc.htm

Society of Cartographers (SoC) | Charity registered in England and Wales 
(No 326285) | Company limited by guarantee (No 05940023)

Registered Office: Society of Cartographers, c/o Geoscience Building, 
University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading, RG6 6AB, UK

mailto:stuart%40scgcartography.co.uk?subject=
mailto:newsletter%40soc.org.uk?subject=
http://bit.ly/2oa3eky
mailto:info%40soc.org.uk?subject=
http://bit.ly/2pc7C4c
http://bit.ly/2pwPod4
http://bit.ly/2ovbW07
http://bit.ly/2ov1wxz
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SOCIETY OF CARTOGRAPHERS 
Minutes of 52nd Annual General Meeting 

Cheltenham Park Hotel, Cheltenham 
Wednesday 7th September 2016 

 
Apologies: G. Eades, J Kynaston. 
Members present: 22. The meeting opened at 16.10 pm 
 
1. Chair's Introduction 
 Chair Steve Chilton welcomed all present to the 52nd AGM of The Society of Cartographers Ltd. and thanked the 
 Committee for their continued support during the year. 
 
2. Minutes of the 51st AGM held at Radisson Park Inn, York, Wednesday 9 September 2015 and matters arising. 
 There were no outstanding matters arising and the minutes were adopted. 
 Proposed:  Rich Perkins Seconded: Gerry Zierler 
 The minutes were duly signed by Chair Steve Chilton. 
 
3.  Society Reports  (full reports presented to AGM and to be published separately in the Newsletter) 
 (a) Hon. Secretary's Report 
 (b) Hon. Treasurer's Report 
 (c) Bulletin Editor's Report  (including Newsletter, Bulletin Subs., Publicity) 
 (d) Membership Secretary's Report 
 There were no comments from the floor. 
 Chair, Steve Chilton called for acceptance of the Reports en bloc. 
 Proposed: Tim Absalom Seconded: Alex Kent 
 
4. Election of 2016-2017 Committee 
 No new nominations had been received for the following posts; all were willing to stand again for re-election: 
 Chair: Steve Chilton 
 Hon. Secretary:  Miles Irving 
 Membership Secretary:  Ian Truckell 
 Bulletin Editor:  Gwilym Eades 
 Bulletin Subs. Manager:   Jamie Quinn 
 Publicity Manager: Miles Irving 
 Newsletter Editor: Stuart Gill 
 Committee Member: Ben Hennig 
 Committee Member:  Alex Kent 
 
New Nominees: Hon. Treasurer:  Jamie Quinn 
 
The above nominees were duly elected en-bloc to the Society Committee for 2016-17. 
Proposed: Stuart Gill, Seconded: Gerry Zierler 
 
The following post holders agreed to be co-opted. 
 Webmaster:  Tim Absalom 
 
5. Any other business duly notified 
 Future of the Society of Cartographers - Discussion. 
 
Chair Steve Chilton outlined some of the immediate difficulties the Society was dealing with. The Financial figures 
indicate that the Society is not in a strong position, but remedial measures have been taken by the committee and 
cost savings have already been made. There is an issue with the level of input the membership is putting in to the 
running of the Society, volunteers for committee or other roles are hard to come by. After two joint conferences with 
the BCS it is now unlikely that a solo conference would be viable, in terms of quality of speakers, number of 
delegates, pressure on committee and costs. 

AGM reports
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Steve recommended the creation of a sub-committee to review options on the future of the Society, with a wide-
ranging amount of possible outcomes considered and debated, and look at what is feasible within the constitution 
and the best interest of the members. 
 
It was agreed that a Sub-committee of Miles Irving, Alex Kent and Steve Chilton be formed and report back in due 
course. 
 
A floor discussion was then held on this topic, the most pertinent viewpoints are minuted below. 
 
Shaun Lewin:  Formal consultation to the entire membership was important on such an important issue. (But it was 
noted that such studies or questionnaires has already been conducted. However it was agreed that all members 
would get a final vote.) 
 
Stuart Gill: Pointed out that there was Newsletter ‘apathy’ and it was difficult to find members to commit to writing 
articles and this is an untenable situation for the future of the Society. 
 
Steve Chilton:  Pointed out some positives, Vibrant Bulletin, Carto-Soc and SOC very much at forefront of the joint 
BCS conference adding much to the programme. 
 
A straw poll in the room indicates a third of those present SoC members are also members of BCS (it is unlikely that 
this typical across the whole of the SoC Membership) 
 
Danny Dorling: The trend of dwindling conference delegates numbers, and members, is reducing the financial 
reserves, it is clear that the end is in sight. It is obvious that it is too risky to continue financially with a solo 
conference. 
 
Steve Chilton: Due to changing times many cartographers are no longer ‘clubbable’ as interactions are made 
differently through Social Media or less informal routes. 
 
Ken Field: Asked whether Alex Kent had a conflict of interest being a member of SoC Committee and current BCS 
president. Steve Chilton replied that it was positive, as any discussions are likely to involve BCS too. Alex Kent 
responded further ‘the key thing is he loves both societies and wants a strong future for British Cartography and all of 
us.’ 
 
Danny Dorling: An agreed date must be decided before AGM to reveal position and results of any findings, and an 
extraordinary AGM may be considered and all proposals circulated in the newsletter in June (possibly) so members 
can have as much preparedness as possible. The proposal must then be formalized one month before the next AGM. 
Steve Chilton and the room agreed. 
 
Plea to all members to think and feedback, to anyone on the committee. 
 
 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 17.17 pm. 
 
Miles Irving 
Hon. Secretary 

Minutes continued
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Membership Secretary’s report – AGM – 7th September 2016 

In the past year the membership details database has been maintained, new members have been welcomed, 
payment receipts have been sent, enquiries have been answered, member emails have been sent and non-payers 
have been chased for their subscriptions. 
 
On the 4th September 2016 membership stands at 142 members including 6 honorary members. Since 16th January 
2015, this includes an increase of 8 new members and 10 members who left the Society (mostly due to non-
payment of membership subscription). 
 
There are 12 members who owe at least 2015 & 2016 fees and a further 11 who owe 2016 fees, an email prompt 
was sent on 11th February 2016 and 24th April 2016 to all members with outstanding payments.  
 
Please contact the membership secretary with any changes in your details such as a change of address. 
 
Ian Truckell

Honorary Secretary's Report 2015-16 
presented to the 52nd Annual General Meeting of 

the Society of Cartographers 
Cheltenham Park Hotel, Cheltenham 

7th September, 2016 
 
 

The past year has seen many changes within the society, we have seen Gwilym Eades our new 
Bulletin Editor, produce his first issue of the Bulletin which was greatly received. We have a new Treasurer 
elect in Jamie Quinn who has taken over from Heather Browning. Myself and all the committee would like to 
extend our gratitude to her for all her efforts over the past 10 years. Our new Membership Secretary Ian 
Truckell is dealing with all the enquiries admirably and finally myself taking over as Honorary Secretary from 
Mike Shand after 28 years, I am still finding my feet. but would like to thank Mike personally for all his help 
and guidance during the transition. The committee always needs new members if you are interested in 
joining please speak to any member. 

 
Last year the 51st Annual Conference was a joint event with the BCS held at the Park Inn Hotel in 

York. Thanks to the Organizing committee of both SoC and BCS members and the Staff at the GeoInformation 
Group for organizing the logistics. The event was very well attended and interesting. 

 
Two Committee meetings were held during the year one at the University of Reading on the 21st of 

January 2016 and one on the 6th of September at the Cheltenham Park Hotel. At the York, joint BCS 
conference, Committee Member Dr Alex Kent who has served the Society for many years as Bulletin Editor, 
became the fifth recipient of the Society Award. The winner of the 2015 Wallis Award was Helen Stirling of 
Helen Stirling Maps with her entry "the Black Isle". A total of 5 entries have been received for the 2016 Award 
and are on display at the SOC/BCS event here in Cheltenham. No bursaries have been awarded this year. 

 
Finally offers are welcome from potential hosts of future Summer Schools, please contact any 

Committee member if you wish to host the 2017 or future events. 
 
 

M. Irving 
(Honorary Secretary)  7th September, 2016 
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Honorary Treasurer’s Report, September 2016 
 
The accounts for the period of 1 April 2015 to 31 March 2016 were submitted to the independent examiner earlier 
this year by the previous Treasurer, Heather Browning.  I would like to formalise my gratitude to Heather for 
submitting these, and for keeping the SoC accounts for the past 7 years. 
 
The accounts have been returned from the independent examiner last week, and the summary is shown below: 
 

 
Although these show rather worrying statistics, there are 4 main caveats to counteract the raw figures 
 
1) The 2015 joint BCS-SOC conference made a profit, and the SoC share of this is £515, which has been placed into 
our account for the current financial year. 
 
2) The Paypal account has been used to collect money for member’s subs and for book sales, and has £1,171 in it. I 
think it would be good practice to empty this account every year into the main account, before submitting the 
accounts for independent review. 
 
3) For some time the Society has held an old Nat West Account, which has a sum of  £550 in it. This account will be 
closed in this financial year, so will help boost the main account for this financial year only. 
 
4) and, perhaps most importantly in terms of ongoing costs, the production and postage costs for the Bulletin have 
been lowered considerably. We have found a new printer that this year produced 250 copies of the Bulletin for 
£1200, and by using Plymouth University postage services we have been able to send them out for the bargain 
price of £209.28 (plus £12 for a box of hard-backed envelopes). So the total cost of the Bulletin this year is well 
under £1500, as opposed to over £5000 for the previous year (a thicker, heavier ‘special’ publication), or £3500 for 
the year before this. 
 
But, despite these caveats, it is obvious to me that the SoC finances are far from healthy, and we really need to 
keep a close eye on the expenditure over the coming months and years. 
 
As of 22 August 2016 the main account stands at £2969, although there is an invoice for £630 to be paid to our 
accountants, a few costs from the 2016 joint BCS-SoC conference, and soon there will be a monthly charge of £5 
for the banking services provided by CAF. 
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Newsletter Editor Report – September 2016 

Current 

The last newsletter, June 2016, went released on the last day of June for all members. Thank you to all 

committee members on your feedback, some suggestions were taken on board. 

Thank you to Steve Chilton for his usual contributions and to Paul Stewart for his Humanitarian 

OpenStreetMap article. 

As of today I have not had any response from members outside of the committee on the newsletter. 

I, with the help of Tim, tried to get a fancy and mobile friendly version of the newsletter up and running 

through the website, but due to the restrictions of our current website setup, this was not possible. I hope 

to try and get this up and running for the release of the new edition while including recent ones soon after. 

Conference 

I am after newsletter reporters, I will be asking people to contribute a report to a session of talks. I will start 

with any SoC members who may be chairing sessions before approaching anyone else. For the workshops, 

I will again check the list of attendees for each one and determine who may be able to supply a report. 

Anyone who wants to volunteer can contact me as soon as possible. 

Future 

Any ideas from people on how to get the membership more responsive to the newsletter, will be welcome. 
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Society of Cartographers 
Bulletin Subscription Manager's Report 

AGM 07/09/2016 
 
Volume 50 (2016) 
 
Invoices were sent out in March of this year, the current situation is as follows: 
 

• 21 paid 
• 3 outstanding 
• 3 complimentary 
• 18 potential subscriptions ‘in the pipeline’ (one agent doesn’t accept invoices sent too 

far in advance of the publication month) 
• 5 non-renewals since Volume 49 

 
We therefore have a total of 42 potential paying subscribers identified at this point in time for 
Volume 50, which is a big drop from last year. 
 
This drop is due to 5 confirmed cancellations, and 5 possible cancellations from one Agency - 
EBSCO- who don’t accept invoices until September. 
EBSCO often ignore invoices, or pay for some via transfer, without telling me that they have done so, 
or who the payments are for. Internet banking should make tracing these EBSCO payments a bit 
easier, and hopefully this year I can get to the bottom of what is happening to our EBSCO orders. A 
clearer figure of actual orders will be known in December, but I suspect orders are falling rather 
drastically possibly due to lack of an ‘online version’. 

 
Outstanding invoices will be followed up in October. 
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